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Abstract The angular moments of the Z boson can be
used as analyzers for the underlying production dynam-
ics for the t t̄ Z and t Z j processes. In this manuscript, we
derive these angular moments at leading and next-to-leading
order in QCD at the LHC. We show that these observ-
ables work as efficient probes to beyond the Standard Model
effects, considering the Standard Model Effective Field the-
ory framework. Remarkably, we observe that these probes
unveil blind directions to CP-odd operators, providing siz-
able new physics sensitivity at the 14 TeV LHC with 3 ab−1

of data.

1 Introduction

Precision studies for top quark physics are a cornerstone for
the LHC program. The large top quark mass indicates that it
may have a special role in electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) [1–9]. Thus, top quark precision measurements can
display the first glimpse into new physics connected with
EWSB. While the basic top quark properties (e.g., mass, pair
production cross-section, and W -helicity fractions) are well
known and consistent with the Standard Model (SM) [10],
its interaction with the Z boson is still weakly constrained.

The most promising direct probes for the top quark-Z
boson interaction are via production at the LHC of a top
pair and a Z boson pp → t t̄ Z and single top production
in association with a Z boson and a jet pp → t Z j [11].
The large production threshold of 2mt +mZ for t t̄ Z and the
small electroweak production rate for t Z j require the sizable
collision energy and luminosity provided by the LHC, mak-
ing these probes unattainable at previous colliders. The most
recent experimental measurements for the top quark-Z boson
interaction are reported by ATLAS with 139.1 fb−1 [12] and
CMS with 77.5 fb−1 [13], displaying good agreement with
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the theoretical calculations within the SM. Experimental pro-
jections indicate that the top quark electroweak interaction
will be probed to great precision when going from the Run
2 dataset of 139 fb−1 to the projected high luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3 ab−1 [14]. These analyses can ultimately
shed light on well motivated connections of the top quark to
new physics.

In the present study, we show the possibility to boost the
new physics sensitivity in the t t̄ Z and t Z j/t̄ Z j processes at
the LHC using the angular moments for the Z boson [15–
21]. This proposal scrutinizes the hadronic structure of the
processes under inspection through the full Z boson polariza-
tion information, using the leptons as spin analyzers for the
underlying production dynamics. While this phenomenolog-
ical probe is disregarded in the current experimental analyses,
we show that the proposed method can be a key ingredient
to access new physics contributions at higher precision.

We parametrize new physics effects in terms of the SM
Effective Field theory (EFT) framework [22–24]. The EFT
provides a well-defined approach to explore indirect effects
from new theories as deformations from the SM structures.
These new physics effects would generally manifest as subtle
deviations in the standard physics observables.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present
the SM angular moments for the t t̄ Z and t Z j/t̄ Z j processes
and quantify the higher order QCD effects. In Sect. 3, we
present the relevant operators in the EFT framework up to
dimension-six and calculate their new physics contributions
to the observables under scrutiny. In Sect. 4, we show our
detector level analysis and discuss the HL-LHC sensitivity
to the corresponding Wilson coefficients. We draw our con-
clusion in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 1 Representative set of Feynman diagrams for the pp → t t̄ Z
(top) and pp → t Z j (bottom) processes

2 Theoretical framework

In the present manuscript, we show that the angular distri-
bution in the Z → �+�− decay opens a gateway for precision
studies in the pp → t t̄ Z and t Z j/t̄ Z j processes. In general,
the differential cross-section for these processes can be writ-
ten as [15,16]

1

σ

dσ

d cos θdφ

= 3

16π
[1+ cos2 θ+A0

1

2
(1−3 cos2 θ)+A1 sin 2θ cos φ

+ A2
1

2
sin2 θ cos 2φ + A3 sin θ cos φ + A4 cos θ

+ A5 sin2 θ sin 2φ + A6 sin 2θ sin φ + A7 sin θ sin φ],
(1)

where θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the �−
lepton in the Z boson rest frame. The eight coefficients Ai ,
i = [0, 7], correspond to the number of degrees of freedom
for the polarization density matrix for a spin-1 particle. The
angular coefficients Ai are frame dependent. We adopt the
Collins-Soper frame in our study [25]. This is a typical frame
choice in angular coefficient analyzes [26–28].

Our studies will focus on the top quark and Z boson inter-
action via top quark pair production in association with a

Z boson pp → t t̄ Z and single top quark production in
association with a Z boson and a jet pp → t Z j/t̄ Z j . See
Fig. 1 for a representative set of Feynman diagrams. We con-
sider the semi-leptonic top pair decays and Z → �+�−. The
Monte Carlo analysis sums over all possible combinations of
charged leptons �± = e±, μ±. Before analyzing the angular
coefficients in the quest for new physics, we study in this
section the stability of these terms to higher order effects.

Event generation for pp → t t̄�+�− and pp → t (t̄)�+�− j
processes is performed at leading order (LO) and next to lead-
ing order (NLO) QCD with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [29].
We consider the LHC at

√
s = 14 TeV. Both the Z and

γ ∗ intermediate states, associated to the dilepton final state,
are accounted for. To isolate the higher order effects in our
simulation, we perform a parton level study in this section,
requiring only basic selections to the two charged leptons
from the Z/γ ∗ decays, keeping the top quark pair stable.
Leptons are defined with |η�| < 4 and pT � > 5 GeV. We
demand a charged lepton pair, with same flavor and opposite
sign, reconstructing the Z boson mass |m��−mZ | < 10 GeV.
The renormalization and factorization scales are dynami-

cally defined as μR = μF = 1/2
∑n

i=1

√
m2

i + p2
T,i . We

adopt the parton distribution function NNPDF23 at NLO with
αs(mZ ) = 0.119 [30].

To extract the angular coefficients Ai from our Monte
Carlo simulation, we observe that Eq. (1) is a spherical har-
monic decomposition for the differential cross-section with
real spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ) of order l ≤ 2. Hence,
we can access the angular coefficients, exploring the orthog-
onality relations for the spherical harmonics. The angular
coefficients are projected out with

A0 = 4 −
〈
10 cos2 θ

〉
, A1 = 〈5 sin 2θ cos φ〉 ,

A2 =
〈
10 sin2 θ cos 2φ

〉
, A3 = 〈4 sin θ cos φ〉 ,

A4 = 〈4 cos θ〉 , A5 =
〈
5 sin2 θ sin 2φ

〉
,

A6 = 〈5 sin 2θ sin φ〉 , A7 = 〈4 sin θ sin φ〉 , (2)

where the weighted normalization is defined as

〈 f (θ, φ)〉 ≡
∫ 1

−1
d cos θ

∫ 2π

0
dφ f (θ, φ)

1

σ

dσ

d cos θdφ
. (3)

In this definition, σ can represent any differential cross-
section that is independent of the lepton kinematics.

The properties of these angular coefficients can provide
valuable insights into physics. Among them, the three coef-
ficients A5−7 display direct proportionality to the relative
complex phases of the scattering amplitudes [17,31]. Con-
sequently, when these coefficients are linked with reduced
strong phase contributions arising from loop processes,
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Table 1 Angular coefficients Ai for top pair plus dilepton pp →
t t̄�+�− and single top plus dilepton pp → t (t̄)�+�− j processes at
LO and NLO QCD. The processes are calculated at the parton level

with |η�| < 4, pT � > 5 GeV, and |m�� − mZ | < 10 GeV. The Monte
Carlo statistical uncertainty, represented as one standard deviation, is
enclosed within parentheses for the last digit

A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

t t̄ ZLO 0.693(9) 0.004(9) −0.41(1) 0.00(0.01) 0.00(1) 0.010(9) 0.00(1) 0.00(1)

t t̄ ZNLO 0.68(1) −0.003(7) −0.39(1) 0.004(4) 0.001(7) 0.001(2) 0.000(6) 0.000(2)

t (t̄)ZLO 1.46(2) 0.001(8) 0.117(9) 0.04(1) 0.000(8) −0.003(9) 0.001(8) 0.00(1)

t (t̄)ZNLO 1.41(1) −0.008(5) 0.12(1) 0.035(6) −0.005(6) −0.002(6) −0.006(7) −0.001(9)

they become particularly sensitive to genuine CP-violation
effects. Furthermore, the the coefficients A3,4,7 are propor-
tional to the polarization analyzer η� = (

(g�
L)2 − (g�

R)2
)
/(

(g�
L)2 + (g�

R)2
) ≈ 0.14 [31]. The inherently small value

of η� naturally accounts for the depleted magnitude in the
coefficients A3,4,7. Nevertheless, we take a comprehensive
approach and numerically calculate all the Ai coefficients in
our study.

In Table 1, we present the angular coefficients Ai at LO
and NLO QCD. We observe that the angular distributions
for the leptons are controlled by two leading terms, namely
A0 and A2. The higher order corrections display relevant
dependencies with the Z boson transverse momentum, see
Fig. 2. The other angular coefficients result in sub-leading
effects.

3 Effective field theory

The current LHC constraints point to a mass gap between the
SM degrees of freedom and the new physics states. In this

context, the new physics modes can be integrated out and be
well parametrized by high dimension operators within the
SM Effective Field Theory framework [22–24,32]. In the
present section, we study the effects of higher dimensional
operators that influence the interaction between the top quark
and neutral gauge bosons and are relatively unconstrained
[12,13,33–46]. Following the Warsaw basis [23], we focus
on the operators

Ot B = (
Qσμν t

)
φ̃Bμν ,

OtW =
(
Qσμντ I t

)
φ̃W I

μν ,

Oφt =
(
φ†i

←→
Dμφ

) (
tγ μt

)
,

O(1)
φQ =

(
φ†i

←→
Dμφ

) (
Qγ μQ

)
,

O(3)
φQ =

(
φ†i

←→
Dμτ Iφ

) (
Qγ μτ I Q

)
, (4)

where Q denotes the left-handed top-bottom doublet and t
the right-handed top singlet. τ I are the Pauli matrices, and
the Higgs doublet is represented by φ and φ̃ ≡ iτ 2φ.

Fig. 2 Angular coefficients A0 (left panel) and A2 (right panel) for
top quark pair plus dilepton pp → t t̄�+�− (red) and single top
quark plus dilepton pp → t (t̄)�+�− j (black). The results are pre-
sented at LO (dashed line) and NLO (solid line). The processes are

calculated at the parton level with |η�| < 4, pT � > 5 GeV, and
|m�� − mZ | < 10 GeV. The renormalization and factorization scales

are set to μR = μF = 1/2
∑n

i=1

√
m2

i + p2
T,i
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Fig. 3 NLO differential cross-section as a function of pT Z for the
SM and illustrative new physics scenarios. The Wilson coefficients are
turned on one at a time to ct Z = 1 TeV−2 and cφt = cφQ = 5 TeV−2.
The new physics terms scale up to O(1/�4) and the histograms are
stacked. We show the ratio between the stacked BSM histograms and
the SM in the bottom panel

The BSM contributions to the top quark and Z boson
interaction can be parametrized by the Wilson coefficients
(cφt , ct Z , cIt Z , cφQ). The last three coefficients are defined
from the following linear combinations [13,47]

ct Z ≡ Re (− sin θWct B + cos θWctW ) , (5)

cIt Z ≡ Im (− sin θWct B + cos θWctW ) , (6)

cφQ ≡ c1
φQ − c3

φQ , (7)

where θW is the Weinberg angle.1

Although we follow the EFT framework, it is illuminating
to observe how these operators translate to the anomalous
coupling approach [33]. In this context, the possible effects
from physics beyond the SM are modeled by the extended
Lagrangian for the t t̄ Z interaction

Lt t̄ Z = eū(pt )[γμ

(
C1,V + γ5C1,A

)

+ iσμνqν

MZ

(
C2,V + iγ5C2,A

)]v(pt̄ )Zμ , (8)

where e is the electromagnetic coupling constant, qν =
(pt − pt̄ )ν , and σμν = i

2 [γμ, γν]. In the Standard Model,
the vector and axial couplings are respectively CSM

1,V ≈ 0.24

1 Several alternative theories that go beyond the Standard Model and
focus on explaining the process of electroweak symmetry breaking pro-
pose significant couplings involving dipole moments. These theories
also suggest modifications to the vector and axial couplings of t t̄ Z
interactions compared to their values in the SM [7,48–51].

and CSM
1,A ≈ −0.60. In addition, the weak magnetic C2,V and

electric dipole C2,A interactions are zero at tree level. Higher
order corrections in the SM generate subleading contribu-
tions to these terms with C2,V ≈ 10−4 [52] and C2,A being
further suppressed, appearing only at three-loops [48,53].

The EFT contributions in Eq. (4), which respect the SM
symmetries, can be translated in terms of the anomalous cou-
plings as [54]

C1,V = CSM
1,V + v2

2�2 sin θW cos θW
Re

×
[
−cφt +

(
c3
φQ − c1

φQ

)]
,

C1,A = CSM
1,A + v2

2�2 sin θW cos θW
Re

×
[
−cφt −

(
c3
φQ − c1

φQ

)]
,

C2,V =
√

2v2

2�2 sin θW cos θW
Re [− sin θwct B + cos θwctW ] ,

C2,A =
√

2v2

2�2 sin θW cos θW
Im [− sin θwct B + cos θwctW ] .

(9)

In this form, it can be seen that the Wilson coefficient ct Z
generates the weak magnetic dipole moment and its imagi-
nary counterpart cIt Z sources the electric dipole moment. At
the same time, the coefficients cφt and cφQ induce anomalous
neutral current interactions. Remarkably, the Wilson coeffi-
cients c3

φQ and c1
φQ only appear with an opposite sign, hence

the associated production of top quark(s) and Z boson (t t̄ Z
and t Z j/t̄ Z j) can only constrain the coefficient cφQ defined
in Eq. (7).

4 Analysis

In our analysis, we focus on the associated production of
top quark(s) and a Z boson (t t̄ Z and t Z j/t̄ Z j), consider-
ing the final state with the Z boson decaying leptonically
and one top quark decaying semi-leptonically. To probe the
HL-LHC sensitivity to new physics effects, we use Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO with the UFO model SMEFTatNLO
[55,56]. This model file grants EFT studies at NLO QCD
for the CP-conserving operators (cφt , ct Z , cφQ). The CP-
violating contributions for cIt Z are generated with the UFO
model file dim6top [47], that provides EFT samples at
LO. Spin correlation effects for the top quark pair decays
are obtained with MadSpin package [57]. The leading back-
ground for this analysis arises from WZ production, which
is also simulated with MadGraph. Parton shower, hadroniza-
tion, and underlying event effects are accounted for with
Pythia8 [58]. Detector effects are simulated withDelphes3
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Table 2 Angular coefficient Ai for the SM and new physics hypothe-
ses. The results account for the combination of all leading channel
contributions: pp → t t̄�+�−, pp → t (t̄)�+�−, and WZ . The Monte
Carlo events are generated at NLO QCD for the CP-conserving opera-
tors (cφt , ct Z , cφQ) and LO for the CP-violating one (cIt Z ). The event

generation includes parton shower, hadronization, and detector level
effects. See the text for more details. The Wilson coefficients are turned
on one at a time with the following strengths: ct Z = cIt Z = 1 TeV−2 and
cφt = cφQ = 5 TeV−2. The new physics terms scale up to O(1/�4)

SMNLO ct Z = 1 cφt = 5 cφQ = 5 SMLO cIt Z = 1

σ [fb] 7.863 8.434 10.418 5.603 5.010 5.349

A0 0.803 0.788 0.521 0.976 0.886 0.892

A1 −0.003 0.001 −0.002 0.001 0.001 0.000

A2 −0.265 −0.198 −0.459 −0.160 −0.226 −0.179

A3 0.009 0.014 0.004 0.015 0.015 0.013

A4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

A5 −0.001 −0.001 0.002 −0.002 −0.001 0.000

A6 0.000 −0.003 −0.003 0.001 0.000 −0.013

A7 −0.001 0.000 −0.002 −0.004 0.000 0.000

Fig. 4 Angular coefficients A0 (left panel) and A2 (right panel) as a
function of pT Z for the SM and new physics hypotheses for the com-
bined samples t t̄ Z , t (t̄)Z , and WZ . The Wilson coefficients are turned
on one at a time to ct Z = 1 TeV−2 and cφt = cφQ = 5 TeV−2. The error

bars represent the Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty of one standard
deviation on the SM value, estimated through 100 pseudo-experiments
as detailed in the text

[59], using the default HL-LHC detector card [60]. We con-
sider the LHC at

√
s = 14 TeV.

We start our detector level analysis, requiring three
charged leptons. Leptons are defined with |η�| < 4 and
pT � > 5 GeV. We demand a charged lepton pair, with same
flavor and opposite sign, reconstructing the Z boson mass
|m�� − mZ | < 10 GeV. For the hadronic part of the event,
we require three or more jets where one is b-tagged. Jets are
defined with the anti-kT jet algorithm with radius R = 0.4,
|η j | < 4, and pT j > 30 GeV.

In Fig. 3, we present the NLO differential cross-section
as a function of the reconstructed Z boson transverse
momentum for the SM and CP-conserving EFT operators
(cφt , ct Z , cφQ). Remarkably, the ct Z contributions display
augmented BSM effects at high energy scales. This can be
understood by the extra momentum dependence arising from

new physics. This is apparent, for instance, in the C2,V term
of Eq. (8). In contrast, the other CP-conserving operators
(cφt , cφQ) result in almost constant corrections to the SM
rate across all energy bins.

The angular coefficients provide an extra phenomenolog-
ical probe to these new physics effects. They work as spin
analyzers for the hadronic structure. In Table 2, we display the
angular coefficients Ai for the SM and new physics scenar-
ios. To illustrate the distinctive BSM effects to the angular
coefficients, we turn one Wilson coefficient at a time with
strengths ct Z = cIt Z = 1 TeV−2 and cφt = cφQ = 5 TeV−2.
The two leading angular coefficients that control the angular
distributions in the SM, A0 and A2, present large BSM effects
for the considered deformations in the EFT parameter space.
Furthermore, while the SM and CP-conserving operators dis-
play depleted angular coefficient A6, being zero at tree level,
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Fig. 5 Angular coefficients A6 as a function of the Z boson trans-
verse momentum pT Z for the SM (black, gray) and BSM CP-violating
hypothesis cIt Z (red). The results for the t t̄ Z (solid) and t (t̄)Z (dashed)
processes are presented separately. The samples were generated at LO
QCD and the Wilson coefficient is set to cIt Z = 1 TeV−2. The error
bars represent the Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty of one standard
deviation on the SM values

the CP-violating operator cIt Z presents a sizable contribution.
The angular coefficient A6 is sensitive to the imaginary part
of the amplitude, arising from the CP-violating operator. In
Figs. 4 and 5, we show that these angular coefficients result in
relevant dependencies with the energy scale pT Z . In particu-
lar, we observe augmented BSM contributions in the boosted
regime for the cIt Z operator in Fig. 5. The uplifted new physics
effects at high scales appear for both the t t̄ Z and t Z j/t̄ Z j
processes, being more pronounced for the latter.

To evaluate the sensitivity of these new BSM probes, we
perform a bin-by-bin χ2 analysis, exploring the differential
cross-section and the angular coefficients Ai as a function
of the transverse momentum of the Z boson pT Z . The χ2

Table 3 95% C.L. intervals for the dimension-six operators. The results
are presented at linear and quadratic levels in ci/�2. The bounds
for the CP-conserving operators (ct Z , cφQ , cφt ) are obtained with the
observables (N (pt Z ), A0(pT Z ), A2(pT Z )). For the operator cIt Z , we
also account for the CP-sensitive observable A6(pT Z ). We assume the
HL-LHC at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of data

ci/�2 [TeV−2] �/
√
ci [TeV]

95% C.L. bounds BSM scale

cIt Z Linear in ci/�2 [−2.23, 2.23] 0.67

Quadratic in ci/�2 [−1.10, 1.12] 0.95

ct Z Linear in ci/�2 [−4.63, 4.63] 0.47

Quadratic in ci/�2 [−1.39, 1.26] 0.89

cφt Linear in ci/�2 [−4.00, 4.00] 0.5

Quadratic in ci/�2 [−3.06, 2.94] 0.58

cφQ Linear in ci/�2 [−2.61, 2.61] 0.62

Quadratic in ci/�2 [−2.43, 2.83] 0.64

function is defined as follows

χ2 =
∑

i j

(OBSM
i (pT Z , j ) − OSM

i (pT Z , j )
)2

(δOi (pT Z , j ))2 , (10)

where Oi (pT Z , j ) are the observables considered in this
analysis for distinct pT Z , j bins. We account for both the
binned number of events N (pT Z , j ) and the angular moments
Ai (pT Z , j ). For the errors δOi (pT Z , j ), we assume δN =√
NSM + (εN N SM )2 with systematic uncertainty εN =

10% [12,13]. For the angular coefficients, we estimate the
statistical uncertainty associated with the measurement of
each Ai (pT Z , j ), performing 100 pseudo-experiments. We
consider a random set of N (pT Z , j ) Monte Carlo events to
calculate Ai (pT Z , j ). We use the standard deviation from the
pseudo-experiments to infer the statistical uncertainty on the
angular coefficients. The confidence level (C.L.) intervals are
defined with

1 − CL ≥
∫ ∞

χ2
dxpk(x) , (11)

adopting the χ2(ci/�2) distribution with k degrees of free-
dom pk(x). The CP-conserving effects are evaluated with
SM and BSM events samples at NLO QCD. Since the CP-
violating operator can only be generated at LO with the
UFO model file dim6top, the analysis for this hypothe-
sis accounts for SM and BSM t t̄ Z and t Z j/t̄ Z j samples at
LO, for consistency.

In Table 3, we present the 95% C.L. constraints on the Wil-
son coefficients, considering the effects of one BSM operator
at a time. We assume the HL-LHC at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1

of data. The results are presented up to linear and quadratic
level on the new physics parameters ci/�2. To shed light
on the extra sensitivity arising from the angular coefficients,
we analyze the ct Z and cIt Z results in Fig. 6 in three scenar-
ios. The first only explores the binned distribution for the
transverse momentum of the Z boson N (pT Z j ). The second
also accounts for the angular coefficients as a function of the
energy scale A0(pT Z , j ) and A2(pT Z , j ). The third one further
includes A6(pT Z , j ) as an extra probe. We observe that the
extra information stored in the angular moments can strongly
boost the sensitivity to the Wilson coefficients. Remarkably,
while the analysis of the differential N (pT Z ) distribution
results in no significant sensitivity for cIt Z at the linear level
in the ci/�2 expansion, the addition of the angular coeffi-
cients Ai result in strong limits at the HL-LHC. In particular,
this is due to the new physics effects from the imaginary part
of the amplitude that can be probed by the angular coefficient
A6.
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Fig. 6 95% C.L. intervals for cIt Z and ct Z at linear level in ci/�2.
The results are shown for three scenarios that differ by the used set
of observables: i) N (ppT Z ) (blue); i i) N (ppT Z ), A0(pT Z ), A2(pT Z )

(red); and i i i) N (ppT Z ), A0(pT Z ), A2(pT Z ), A6(pT Z ) (green). The
latter scenario is only shown for the cIt Z , where A6 displays appreciable
sensitivity for the CP-odd effects. See also text and Fig. 5. We assume
the HL-LHC at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of data

5 Conclusion

In this study, we present a method to augment the new physics
sensitivity in searches with the t t̄ Z and t Z j/t̄ Z j processes
at the LHC. The proposal explores the accurate measure-
ment of the angular moments for the Z boson, which probes
with greater precision the underlying production dynamics.
We first access the next to leading order QCD effects for
the angular coefficients Ai . We observe that the higher order
effects can present relevant contributions. Going forward, we
parametrize new physics effects in terms of the SM Effective
Field theory framework. We observe that the SM and BSM
samples display distinct angular coefficients Ai . Perform-
ing a realistic Monte Carlo study, we show that the angular
moments can significantly boost the sensitivity to the Wilson
coefficients. In particular, this approach can uncover blind
directions to CP-odd operators, leading into sizable sensitiv-
ity at the HL-LHC. Remarkably, this proposal only relies on
the lepton pair reconstruction, displaying small uncertainties.
Hence, it can be promptly incorporated in the ATLAS and
CMS analyses.
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